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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about SAN zoning on Cisco Nexus switches
are true? (Choose two.)
A. The settings for default zone configurations cannot be
changed.
B. Hard zoning is enforced by the hardware on each FLOGI sent
by an N Port.
C. To activate a zone set, you must copy the running
configuration to the startup configuration after the zone set
is configured.
D. Traffic can either be permitted or denied among members of
the default zone. This information is not distributed to all
switches. It must be configured in each switch.
E. Soft zoning restrictions will not prevent a source device
from accessing a device outside its zone, if the source knows
the Fibre Channel ID of the destination.
F. Unlike configured zones, default zone information is not
distributed to the other switches in the fabric.

Answer: D,E
Explanation:
Each member of a fabric (in effect a device attached to an Nx
port) can belong to any zone. If a member is not part of any
active zone, it is considered to be part of the default zone.
Therefore, if no zone set is active in the fabric, all devices
are considered to be in the default zone. Even though a member
can belong to multiple zones, a member that is part of the
default zone cannot be part of any other zone. The switch
determines whether a port is a member of the default zone when
the attached port comes up. Unlike configured zones, default
zone information is not distributed to the other switches in
the fabric Traffic can either be permitted or denied among
members of the default zone. This information is not
distributed to all switches; it must be configured in each
switch.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/mds900
0/sw/5_2/configuration/g
uides/fabric/DCNM-SAN/fm_fabric/zone.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company frequently hires from five to ten interns for
short contract engagements and makes use of the same
generically named G Suite accounts (e.g.,
[email&#160;protected], [email&#160;protected],
[email&#160;protected]). The manager of this program wants all
email to these accounts routed to the manager's mailbox account
also.
What should you do?
A. Set up recipient address mapping in GMail Advanced Settings.
B. Configure an Inbound Gateway route.
C. Setup address forwarding in each account's GMail setting
menu.
D. Give the manager delegated access to the mailboxes.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
If your system has a firewall controlling port access which
parameter can be used to control ports used for
GoldenGate processes?
A. DYNAMICPORTLIST
B. GETPORTINFO
C. CHILDPORTS
D. ALLOWEDPORTS
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your senior administrator asked you to change the default
background of his machine, which uses XDM. Which file would you
edit to achieve this?
A. /etc/X11/xdm/Defaults
B. /etc/X11/xdm.conf
C. /etc/X11/defaults.conf
D. /etc/X11/xdm/Xsetup
Answer: D
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